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Abstract
For a graph G with the vertex set V (G), we denote by d(u, v) the distance between vertices u and v in G, by d(u)
the degree of vertex u. The Hosoya polynomial of G is H(G) = ∑{u,v}⊆V (G) xd(u,v). The partial Hosoya polynomials
of G are Hmn(G) = ∑ {u,v}⊆V (G)
d(u)=m,d(v)=n
xd(u,v) for positive integer numbers m and n. It is shown that H(G1) − H(G2) =
x2(x + 1)2 (H33(G1)− H33(G2)) , H22(G1) − H22(G2) = (x2 + x − 1)2 (H33(G1)− H33(G2)) and H23(G1) − H23(G2) =
2(x2 + x − 1) (H33(G1)− H33(G2)) for arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graphs G1 and G2 with equal number of hexagons.
As an application, we give an affine relationship between H(G) with two other distance-based polynomials constructed by Gutman
[I. Gutman, Some relations between distance-based polynomials of trees, Bulletin de l’Acade´mie Serbe des Sciences et des Arts
(Cl. Math. Natur.) 131 (2005) 1–7].
c© 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
In 1988 Hosoya [15] introduced a distance-based polynomial in the variable x associated with a connected graph
G, denoted by H(G, x). If we denote by dG(u, v) the distance between vertices u and v in G (subscript G is omitted
when the graph is understood from the context), it is then defined as
H(G) ≡ H(G, x) :=
∑
{u,v}⊆V (G)
xdG (u,v), (1)
where the summation is taken over all unordered pairs of vertices u and v (possibly the same) in G. Note that the
constant in Eq. (1) is equal to the number of vertices. Hosoya himself called the polynomial aWiener polynomial. But
in most recent papers it was referred to as the Hosoya polynomial in honor of Hosoya.
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The main property of H(G), that makes it interesting in chemistry, follows directly from its definition: its first
derivative at x = 1 is equal to a well-known Wiener index W (G) of G ([16,21], the sum of distances between all
vertex pairs of G), i.e.,
W (G) = dH(G, x)
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=1
. (2)
Another elementary property of H(G) is:
H(G, 1) = n +
(n
2
)
. (3)
On the topic on the Hosoya polynomial we refer the reader to the papers [3,18] for chemical applications, to the
papers [10,11,13,22] for theoretical consideration and to the papers [2,14,19,23,26,27] for computations.
In this paper, we focus on the Hosoya polynomial decomposition (with respect to degrees of vertices)
for catacondensed benzenoid graphs (the graph representations of the so-called catacondensed benzenoid
hydrocarbons [12]). Roughly speaking, a catacondensed benzenoid graph is obtained by consecutively gluing
hexagons along the common edge and keeping degrees of all vertices 2 or 3. For a graph G and positive integer
numbers m, n, if we denoted by d(v) the degree of vertex v, then partial Hosoya polynomials of G are defined as
Hmn(G) ≡ Hmn(G, x) =
∑
{u,v}⊆V (G)
d(u)=m;d(v)=n
xd(u,v). (4)
In particular, we write Hm(G) = Hmm(G). Then we get the main results in this paper.
Theorem 1.1. Let G1 and G2 be arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graphs with equal number of hexagons. Then
H(G1)− H(G2) = x2(x + 1)2(H3(G1)− H3(G2)); (5)
H2(G1)− H2(G2) = (x2 + x − 1)2(H3(G1)− H3(G2)); (6)
H23(G1)− H23(G2) = 2(x2 + x − 1)(H3(G1)− H3(G2)). (7)
Taking into account vertex degree, Gutman [11] constructed two graph polynomials similar to Hosoya polynomials:
H+(G) ≡ H+(G, x) :=
∑
{u,v}⊆V (G)
(d(u)+ d(v))xd(u,v) (8)
and
H∗(G) ≡ H∗(G, x) :=
∑
{u,v}⊆V (G)
(d(u) · d(v))xd(u,v). (9)
It has been demonstrated that H+(G) and H∗(G), respectively, and H(G) are closely mutually related for trees [11].
In this paper we give analogous results for catacondensed benzenoid graphs by applying Theorem 1.1 into Eqs. (8)
and (9).
Theorem 1.2. Let G be an arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graph with h hexagons. Then
H+(G) = 2(2x
2 + 2x + 1)
x(x + 1) H(G)−
2(2h + 1)(x3 + 2)
x(x + 1) − 6(h + 1); (10)
H∗(G) = (2x
2 + 2x + 1)2
x2(x + 1)2 H(G)
− h(9x
5 + 22x4 + 28x3 + 34x2 + 21x + 4)+ 3x5 + 14x4 + 23x3 + 20x2 + 9x + 2
x2(x + 1)2 . (11)
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Fig. 1. A simple catacondensed benzenoid graph G1, a jammed benzenoid chain G2, the linear benzenoid chain L5, and their characteristic graphs.
Fig. 2. Kink transformations of catacondensed benzenoid graphs.
2. Preliminaries
A polyhex is a finite connected graph with no cut vertices which is composed exclusively of hexagons such that any
two hexagons are either disjoint or have exactly one common edge (and are then said to be adjacent), and no three
hexagons share a common edge. The characteristic graph of a polyhex is a graph: the center of every hexagon of
the polyhex is located by a point as a vertex; two vertices are joined by an edge if the corresponding hexagons share
an edge [1]. A polyhex is a catacondensed benzenoid graph if its characteristic graph is a tree. The characteristic
graph of a benzenoid chain is a path. A benzenoid chain is called linear, if the two common edges of every non-
terminal hexagon with other adjacent hexagons are opposite in the hexagon. Let Lh be the linear benzenoid chain
with h hexagons. The above defined catacondensed benzenoid graphs include both geometrically planar (simple) and
geometrically non-planar species (jammed) corresponding to helicenic benzenoid hydrocarbons [12]. Three examples
of catacondensed benzenoid graphs and their characteristic graphs are shown in Fig. 1. The set of all catacondensed
benzenoid graphs with h hexagons is denoted by Gh .
We define some graph operations of catacondensed benzenoid graphs, introduced by Dobrynin [4], which are the
basis of the subsequent section.
Consider two graph operations of a catacondensed benzenoid graph G that consist of transforming a linear terminal
part of G into new parts as shown in Fig. 2. In other words, a terminal part of G is displaced from its initial
location to another one making a new kink or branch in the resulting graph G ′′. Such operations are called kink
transformations [4]. Here and further, A and B stand for arbitrary fragments; in particular, they may be absent.
Theorem 2.1 ([4]). Let G be an arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graph in Gh . Then G can always be obtained
from the linear benzenoid chain Lh by a sequence of kink transformations.
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Fig. 3. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 3.1.
By the construction, a catacondensed benzenoid graph G ∈ Gh has 4h + 2 vertices and degrees of all vertices are
equal to 2 and 3. By Eq. (4), we can decompose the Hosoya polynomial of a catacondensed benzenoid graph G as
H(G) = H2(G)+ H3(G)+ H23(G). (12)
For example, the Hosoya polynomial of the linear benzenoid chain Lh may be decomposed as follows:
Lemma 2.2 ([22,24]).
H(Lh) = x + 2+ h
(
x3 − 3x − 4− 8
x − 1
)
+ 2x
2(x + 1)(x2h − 1)
(x − 1)2 ;
H2(Lh) = 2(2x + 3)+ h
(
x3 − 2x − 2
x − 1
)
+ 2(x
2 + x − 1)2(x2h − 1)
(x + 1)(x − 1)2 ;
H3(Lh) = x − h
(
x + 2
x − 1
)
+ 2(x
2h − 1)
(x + 1)(x − 1)2 ;
H23(Lh) = −4x − 4− 4hxx − 1 +
4(x2 + x − 1)(x2h − 1)
(x + 1)(x − 1)2 .
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let G be a catacondensed benzenoid graph. By Theorem 2.1, we can suppose that G ∈ Gh is obtained from Lh
by a sequence of kink transformations. We try to evaluate the change of partial Hosoya polynomials for neighboring
graphs from the corresponding sequence of kink transformations.
In order to examine H2(G), H3(G) and H23(G), respectively, we define a number of additional notations taking
into account vertex degree k ∈ {2, 3}. Let vu be an arbitrary edge of G. Then
V (v|G) = {w ∈ V (G)|d(v,w) < d(u, w)}; V (u|G) = {w ∈ V (G)|d(u, w) < d(v,w)};
Vk(v|G) = {w ∈ V (v|G)|d(w) = k}; Vk(u|G) = {w ∈ V (u|G)|d(w) = k};
Hk(v|G) =
∑
w∈Vk (v|G)
xd(v,w); Hk(u|G) =
∑
w∈Vk (u|G)
xd(u,w);
H(v|G) =
∑
w∈V (v|G)
xd(v,w).
It is clear that
V (G) = V (v|G) ∪ V (u|G);
H(v|G) = H2(v|G)+ H3(v|G). (13)
Lemma 3.1. Let vv1 be an edge of a catacondensed benzenoid graph G with d(v) = 2 as shown in Fig. 3 (subgraphs
A, B and C in G are drawn as octagons, it should be noted that each may be empty). Then
H(v|G)− 1 = x(x + 1) (H3(v|G)+ 1) . (14)
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Proof. We apply induction on the number of hexagons in G. Since any shortest path between v and any vertex in the
subgraph A passes through either the vertex u or w, by the definition of V (u|A) and V (w|A) associated with the edge
uw, we have
dG(v, z) = dG(v, u)+ dA(u, z) = 2l − 1+ dA(u, z), for z ∈ V (u|A);
dG(v, z) = dG(v,w)+ dA(w, z) = 2l + dA(w, z), for z ∈ V (w|A).
For convenience, if A is the empty subgraph, then let
H3(u|A) = H3(w|A) = −1, H2(u|A) = H2(w|A) = 1.
Then, for the edge vv1 in G (the vertex set V (v|G) is depicted in Fig. 3)
H3(v|G)+ 1 = 1+ x2 + x4 + · · · + x2l−2 + x2l−1(H3(u|A)+ 1)+ x2l(H3(w|A)+ 1) (15)
and
H(v|G)− 1 = x + x2 + · · · + x2l−2 + x2l−1H(u|A)+ x2lH(w|A)
= x(x + 1)(1+ x2 + · · · + x2l−2)+ x2l−1 (H(u|A)− 1)+ x2l (H(w|A)− 1) .
Since the number of hexagons in A is less than the number of hexagons in G, by the induction hypothesis, we get
H(v|G)− 1
= x(x + 1)(1+ x2 + x4 + · · · + x2l−2)+ x2l−1x(x + 1) (H3(u|A)+ 1)+ x2lx(x + 1) (H3(w|A)+ 1)
= x(x + 1)
(
1+ x2 + x4 + · · · + x2l−2 + x2l−1 (H3(u|A)+ 1)+ x2l (H3(w|A)+ 1)
)
. (16)
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (16) completes the proof. 
By Eqs. (13) and (14), we arrive at
Corollary 3.2. Let vv1 be an edge of a catacondensed benzenoid graph G with d(v) = 2. Then
H2(v|G)− 2 = (x2 + x − 1)(H3(v|G)+ 1). (17)
Lemma 3.3 ([24]). Let G and F be arbitrary benzenoid chains with the same number of hexagons, then
H(G)− H(F) = x2(x + 1)2(H3(G)− H3(F)); (18)
H2(G)− H2(F) = (x2 + x − 1)2(H3(G)− H3(F)). (19)
Theorem 3.4. Let the graph G ′ be obtained from the graph G by kink transformations as shown in Fig. 4. Then
H(G)− H(G ′) = x2(x + 1)2 (H3(G)− H3(G ′)) ; (20)
H2(G)− H2(G ′) = (x2 + x − 1)2
(
H3(G)− H3(G ′)
)
. (21)
Proof. By inspection of Fig. 4, we may get partial Hosoya polynomial decompositions for G and G ′ in the process of
kink transformation (note that we use the fact that H3(v|G2) = H3(v1|G2)),
H3(G) = H3(G1)+ H3(G2)+ ((x + 1) (H3(v|G2)+ 1) ((H3(u|G1)+ 1)+ (H3(u1|G1)+ 1))− x). (22)
The last term of the right-hand side of Eq. (22) is the contribution of vertex pairs between V3(G1) and V3(G2)
(comprising identifying vertices) to H3(G). Similarly,
H3(G
′) = H3(G1)+ H3(G ′2)+ (H3(u|G1)+ 1)
(
(H3(v|G ′2)+ 1)+ x(H3(v1|G ′2)+ 1)
)
+ (H3(u1|G1)+ 1)
(
(H3(v1|G ′2)+ 1)+ x(H3(v|G ′2)+ 1)
)− x . (23)
H(G) = H(G1)+ H(G2)− 2− x + ((H(u|G1)− 1)+ (H(u1|G1)− 1)) (x + 1)(H(v|G2)− 1). (24)
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Fig. 4. Graph transformations for illustration of Theorem 3.4.
H(G ′) = H(G1)+ H(G ′2)− 2− x + (H(u|G1)− 1)
(
(H(v|G ′2)− 1)+ x(H(v1|G ′2)− 1)
)
+ (H(u1|G1)− 1)
(
(H(v1|G ′2)− 1)+ x(H(v|G ′2)− 1)
)
. (25)
H2(G) = (H2(G1)− (x + 1) (H2(u|G1)+ H2(u1|G1))+ x)+ (H2(G2)− (x + 1) (H2(v|G2)
+ H2(v1|G2))+ x)+ ((H2(u|G1)− 1)+ (H2(u1|G1)− 1)) (x + 1)(H2(v|G2)− 1); (26)
H2(G
′) = (H2(G1)− (x + 1) (H2(u|G1)+ H2(u1|G1))+ x)+
(
H2(G
′
2)− (x + 1)
(
H2(v|G ′2)
+ H2(v1|G ′2)
)+ x)+ (H2(u|G1)− 1) ((H2(v|G ′2)− 1)+ x(H2(v1|G ′2)− 1))
+ (H2(u1|G1)− 1)
(
(H2(v1|G ′2)− 1)+ x(H2(v|G ′2)− 1)
)
. (27)
Note that the first and second terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (26) are H2(G1) minus the contribution of u and u1
to it and H2(G2) minus the contribution of v and v1, respectively.
Subtracting both sides of Eqs. (22) and (23), Eqs. (24) and (25) and Eqs. (26) and (27), respectively, we arrive at
H3(G)− H3(G ′)
= H3(G2)− H3(G ′2)+ (H3(u|G1)+ 1)
(
(x + 1) (H3(v|G2)+ 1)−
(
H3(v|G ′2)+ 1
)− x (H3(v1|G ′2)
+ 1))+ (H3(u1|G1)+ 1)
(
(x + 1) (H3(v|G2)+ 1)−
(
H3(v1|G ′2)+ 1
)− x (H3(v|G ′2)+ 1)) . (28)
H(G)− H(G ′)
= H(G2)− H(G ′2)+ (H(u|G1)− 1)
(
(x + 1) (H(v|G2)− 1)−
(
H(v|G ′2)− 1
)− x (H(v1|G ′2)− 1))
+ (H(u1|G1)− 1)
(
(x + 1) (H(v|G2)− 1)−
(
H(v1|G ′2)− 1
)− x (H(v|G ′2)− 1)) . (29)
H2(G)− H2(G ′) = H2(G2)− H2(G ′2)− (x + 1)
(
H2(v|G2)+ H2(v1|G2)− H2(v|G ′2)− H2(v1|G ′2)
)
+ (H2(u|G1)− 1)
(
(x + 1) (H2(v|G2)− 1)−
(
H2(v|G ′2)− 1
)− x (H2(v1|G ′2)− 1))
+ (H2(u1|G1)− 1)
(
(x + 1) (H2(v|G2)− 1)−
(
H2(v1|G ′2)− 1
)− x (H2(v|G ′2)− 1))
= H2(G2)− H2(G ′2)− (x + 1)
(
H2(v|G2)+ H2(v1|G2)− H2(v|G ′2)− H2(v1|G ′2)
)
+ (H2(u|G1)− 2)
(
(x + 1) (H2(v|G2)− 2)−
(
H2(v|G ′2)− 2
)− x (H2(v1|G ′2)− 2))
+ (H2(u1|G1)− 2)
(
(x + 1) (H2(v|G2)− 2)−
(
H2(v1|G ′2)− 2
)− x (H2(v|G ′2)− 2))
+ 2(x + 1)H2(v|G2)− (x + 1)
(
H2(v|G ′2)+ H2(v1|G ′2)
)
= H2(G2)− H2(G ′2)+ (H2(u|G1)− 2)
(
(x + 1) (H2(v|G2)− 2)−
(
H2(v|G ′2)− 2
)− x (H2(v1|G ′2)
− 2))+ (H2(u1|G1)− 2)
(
(x + 1) (H2(v|G2)− 2)−
(
H2(v1|G ′2)− 2
)− x (H2(v|G ′2)− 2)) . (30)
The last equality of Eq. (30) makes use of H2(v|G2) = H2(v1|G2).
Substituting Eqs. (14) and (18) into Eq. (29) and then comparing with Eq. (28), we get Eq. (20). Analogously, we
may obtain Eq. (21) by substituting Eq. (17) and Eq. (19) into Eq. (30). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since, for G1,G2 ∈ Gh , H(G1) − H(G2) = (H(Lh)− H(G2)) − (H(Lh)− H(G1)),
similarly, Hk(G1) − Hk(G2) = (Hk(Lh)− Hk(G2)) − (Hk(Lh)− Hk(G1)) , k = 2, 3, to prove Eqs. (5) and (6)
in Theorem 1.1, it is sufficient to show that for an arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graph G ∈ Gh ,
H(Lh)− H(G) = x2(x + 1)2(H3(Lh)− H3(G));
H2(Lh)− H2(G) = (x2 + x − 1)2(H3(Lh)− H3(G)).
By Theorem 2.1, G may be obtained from the linear benzenoid chain Lh by a sequence of kink transformations:
Lh = G1 → G2 → · · · → Gm−1 → Gm = G.
Using Theorem 3.4 for the neighboring graphs of this sequence, we may write H(Gi ) − H(Gi+1) = x2(x +
1)2 (H3(Gi )− H3(Gi+1)) and H2(Gi ) − H2(Gi+1) = (x2 + x − 1)2 (H3(Gi )− H3(Gi+1)). Therefore, H(Lh) −
H(G) = x2(x + 1)2 (H3(Lh)− H3(G)) and H2(Lh)− H2(G) = (x2 + x − 1)2 (H3(Lh)− H3(G)).
In what follows we prove Eq. (7) in Theorem 1.1. For G1,G2 ∈ Gh , by Eq. (12),
H23(G1)− H23(G2) = (H(G1)− H(G2))− (H2(G1)− H2(G2))− (H3(G1)− H3(G2)). (31)
Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (31) gets Eq. (7). 
4. Some corollaries
By Theorem 1.1, we easily obtain
Corollary 4.1. Let G1 and G2 be arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graphs in Gh . Then
H(G1) = H(G2)⇐⇒ H2(G1) = H2(G2)⇐⇒ H3(G1) = H3(G2)⇐⇒ H23(G1) = H23(G2).
Similar to partial Hosoya polynomials, we can also define partial Wiener indices of a graph G for positives m, n as
Wmn(G) =
∑
{u,v}⊆V (G)
d(u)=m;d(v)=n
d(u, v). (32)
We also write Wm(G) = Wmm(G). Obviously,
Wm(G) = dHm(G, x)dx
∣∣∣∣
x=1
; Wmn(G) = dHmn(G, x)dx
∣∣∣∣
x=1
. (33)
By Theorem 1.1 and Eq. (33), we get
Corollary 4.2 ([5,7–9]). Let G1 and G2 be arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graphs in Gh , let ∆ = W (G1) −
W (G2). Then
W3(G1)−W3(G2) = W2(G1)−W2(G2) = 12 (W23(G1)−W23(G2)) =
1
4
∆.
From the above corollary, we obtain
Corollary 4.3 ([8]). Let G1 and G2 be arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graphs in Gh . Then
W (G1) = W (G2)⇐⇒ W2(G1) = W2(G2)⇐⇒ W3(G1) = W3(G2)⇐⇒ W23(G1) = W23(G2).
Let G be a connected graph and a a real number. As generations of the polynomials H+(G) and H∗(G), three
families of generalized Hosoya polynomials of G were put forward [9,25] as
H (a)Ě (G) ≡ H (a)Ě (G, x) :=
∑
{u,v}⊆G
((d(u))a + (d(v))a)xd(u,v),
H (a)+ (G) ≡ H (a)+ (G, x) :=
∑
{u,v}⊆G
(d(u)+ d(v))axd(u,v)
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and
H (a)∗ (G) ≡ H (a)∗ (G, x) :=
∑
{u,v}⊆G
(d(u))a · (d(v))axd(u,v).
Evidently, for a = 1, H (a)Ě (G), H (a)+ (G) and H (a)∗ (G) reduce to H+(G), H+(G) and H∗(G), respectively.
In what follows we obtain affine relations between the generalized Hosoya polynomials and the Hosoya
polynomials of catacondensed benzenoid graphs.
Corollary 4.4. Let G be an arbitrary catacondensed benzenoid graph in Gh . Then
H (a)Ě (G) =
2(2a(x2 + x − 1)+ 3a)
x(x + 1) H(G)+ fĚ(x, h), (34)
H (a)+ (G) =
4a(x2 + x − 1)2 + 2× 5a(x2 + x − 1)+ 6a
x2(x + 1)2 H(G)+ f+(x, h), (35)
H (a)∗ (G) =
22a(x2 + x − 1)2 + 2× 6a(x2 + x − 1)+ 22a
x2(x + 1)2 H(G)+ f∗(x, h), (36)
where fĚ(x, h) = − 2(2a(x2+x−1)+3a)x(x+1) H(Lh) + H (a)Ě (Lh); f+(x, h) = − 4
a(x2+x−1)2+2×5a(x2+x−1)+6a
x2(x+1)2 H(Lh) +
H (a)+ (Lh); f∗(x, h) = − 2
2a(x2+x−1)2+2×6a(x2+x−1)+22a
x2(x+1)2 H(Lh)+ H
(a)∗ (Lh).
Proof. Applying the definitions of generalized Hosoya polynomials to G ∈ Gh and Lh , again by Theorem 1.1, we
obtain
H (a)Ě (G)− H (a)Ě (Lh)
= 2 · 2a (H2(G)− H2(Lh))+ (2a + 3a) (H23(G)− H23(Lh))+ 2 · 3a (H3(G)− H3(Lh))
= 2 · 2
a(x2 + x − 1)2 + 2(2a + 3a)(x2 + x − 1)+ 2 · 3a
x2(x + 1)2 (H(G)− H(Lh))
= 2(2
a(x2 + x − 1)+ 3a)
x(x + 1) (H(G)− H(Lh)) . (by Theorem 1.1)
So we obtain Eq. (34) after transposition of terms of the above equation. We can prove Eqs. (35) and (36) in the
analogous way. 
It should be noted that the similar statement to Corollary 4.4 for benzenoid chains was mentioned as future work
in [9].
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Substituting a = 1 into Corollary 4.4 and then using the partial Hosoya polynomials of Lh in
Lemma 2.2 obtains Theorem 1.2. 
Since the first derivatives of H+(G, x) and H∗(G, x) at x = 1 are the Schultz index W+(G) by Schultz [20] and
the modified Schultz index W∗(G) by Klavzˇar and Gutman [17], respectively, after a simple calculation (note that we
make use of Eq. (3)), we obtain linear relations between W+(G) and W∗(G), respectively, and W (G).
Corollary 4.5 ([5,6,9]). Let G be an arbitrary catacondensed hexagonal system in Gh . Then
W+(G) = 5W (G)− 3(2h + 1)2;
W∗(G) = 254 W (G)−
3
4
(2h + 1)(20h + 7).
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